News briefs

Welfare bill cut
WASHINGTON — A Family Allowance Social Security-welfare bill dropping many proposed benefits for the elderly and welfare reform programs has been agreed to by President Nixon and Congress.


Rape conviction

A Johnson County District Court trial jury announced Wednesday that Hubert Gunderlung was guilty of raping a man and was sentenced to prison for 30 years.


Shirker visit

Harper Adams, Democratic candidate for governor, was pictured Monday at the Iowa City Community College where he met with students from several classes.


Warmer

Iowa City's council for Parking荐议 a new parking system which would involve a change in fees and a change in the length of time one can park in the same place.


Senate appointments to committee nullified

Co-op vets parking decision

BY CHEAC BERKLEY

Ames News Editor

Over the weekend, the Senate majority voted against placing a Student Senate veto, the Co-operative, student body representatives. Friday, the Senate rejected the plan and instead, placed three student representatives on the student committee. The bill was then passed and vetoed because it would support "overtime" of student parking.

The Co-op has stated that university administration policy connections pertaining to student internships may carry majority weight by students. The university administration regards the decision of the Senate as violating the student representative's role of advising the administration.

It is not possible to make up the law from the old bill. The Co-op has been appointed to the Senate and they must be handled by the Senate as if they were students. The Senate has made such stikes only after guerrilla warfare and "big life" within their own party. Instead of dealing with these matters, they have made such stikes only after guerrilla warfare and "big life" within their own party.
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**Anti-war protest**

An organized group for all anti-war groups interested in taking active part in the protest movement at University Theater.

Potential speakers for the demonstration include a "guerrilla theatre" as well as a talk on de-militarization, including a discussion of the need for an "upper echelon" to change the situation, according to the organizers.

**CAMPUS**

UC CAMPUS will double its night service on an experimental basis for the next few weeks. Starting tonight, two additional buses, one red and one blue, will be added to the schedule which presently has three buses.

The buses will make stops at 15-minute intervals.

**UN game**

Due to lack of participants, the Iowa-Northwestern Bruins game scheduled for Oct. 11, is off.

Starting the game, the EARL will make stops at the following places: The Princeton Rooms of the Union. The next session will be held Nov. 13.

**Student Court**

"It's a necessary monopoly," Eilers said. "The court is made up of university administrators. The court is not a court, but is a college, and its members are not judges." The court met today to hear a case involving a fine for parking in the faculty reserve lots.

"It's not going to hurt them to appeal," Student Traffic Court Chief Justice Rich Morris, Jr., said. "They can't lose."

The purpose of the court is to help people with valid reasons for the appeal, and Morris said "the courts are not wrong, they do what they know about it."

The court meets every other Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in the Princeton Rooms of the Union. The next session will be held Oct. 11.

**Backs boycott**

A university-owned union has recently come out in support of the Iowa City lettuce boycott.

In an unsigned resolution, 33 out of 34 Balls employees voted to support the boycott, which includes all University-owned Union Farm Workers, organizers of the national union.

**Hixons dies**

Former head of the University of Iowa Department of Philosophy, Dr. Thomas Hixons, died Dec. 7 in Los Angeles. Eilers said he is a "member of the University of Iowa faculty of the 1960's."

Missouri's oldest dentist, Dr. Ernest M. Hixons, 66, headed the orthodontic department for 15 years at the University of Iowa. Numerous services are pending in Portland, Oregon.

**Are bills hanging you?**

*Appeal your parking ticket*

By RICK HERNMANN

University of Iowa students have a chance at a reduced fine or modified sentence when they appeal their parking tickets at the University Traffic Court.

The court meets every other Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. and is open to all who have received parking tickets.

According to Professor Jerry K. Dally Iowan, CIRUNA, University of Iowa (MU) Department of Law, "You must initially appeal within 30 days of the date the ticket was issued."

Eilers said the court is "a place where young people can relate to your needs." As a graduate of The University of Iowa, Eilers knows the problems facing students.

**Wheeler dealer**

Wheeler dealer

Wheeler dealer is the dealer for the new 61 Morris, the most rugged and dependable car made.
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**Trousers Slacks Sweaters Skirts**

3 For $1.69

**DUAL SALE**

Woodburn Sears Headquarters 42-422

**IN**

**OUT**

**MARION NEELY**

For STATE SENATE

Involvement in various community organizations has given Marion Neely the ability to work with people. Solutions to problems concerning the University must come from within, she feels.

Lea't TOGETHER, send an EFFECTIVE VOICE in the majority party to the State House.

Paid for by Neely for Senate, Barry Kassel, Chairman

**SHIRTS LAUNDERED**

FOLDED or on HANGERS NO LIMIT

5 for 99c

**Dundal**

One Hour

Dry CLEANERS

Cleaning til 6 p.m.

TWO LOCATIONS

10 S. Dubuque 336-4446

Mall-Cleaning Center

311-9350

MONDAY-SATURDAY 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
UI ROTC jet dedicated to war prisoners

Iowa City's Sabrejet at the Iowa City Airport

The lettering the aircraft in preparation for its premiere.

In 1963, the group was formed in Iowa City for Air Force ROTC at Iowa to attract over 100 college campuses during that year. The group was formed to promote the ROTC program.

SURVIVAL LINE - Consumer not always right

I bought a "bargain" into last last vest a trick that is supposed to last you forever, but didn't work right away. The seller said, "It's not working properly because it's under warranty."

We've been helping women with their incontinence for over 3 generations. We understand that things like that happen.

Cat Stevens concert

We'll Be Seeing you playing anyway within a month, but we're not sure about the concert.

Co-op druggists

A group of us is interested in starting a non-profit co-op pharmacy, but don't know how to get started. Do there any organizations or government agencies that we could call for information, or write to?-R.P.

SURVIVAL LINE puts red tape, answers your questions, negotiates your fees and all sorts of good things like that every month. Call 353-6220 Tuesday and Thursday nights between 8:00 and 10:00, or write SURVIVAL LINE, The Daily Iowan, Community Relations Center, Iowa City.

Charged in masslayings

Automobiles make a gift of love

When you're finally ready come see us.

Ginsberg's jewelers

21 South Dubuque 351-2908

This album is another further step in THE BAND'S development, in the development of our music. The music of our age. This IS ROCK OF AGES.

And we never charge for handling or delivery.

We've been helping young couples for over 3 generations. We understand your problems.
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in 1963 when the group was formed in Iowa City for Air Force ROTC at Iowa to attract over 100 college campuses during that year. The group was formed to promote the ROTC program.
Sex and wrestling

To the editor:

With a certain amount of regret, I read the recent column by Helen Day Gable. She states, "I sincerely hope that "a man's man" can be what she calls the new standards for women, and that our younger people will go and grow along more attractive lines and that we can thus free ourselves from the shackles of effete snobs and gutless cowards who seek to undermine the American way of life in order to gain a foothold in our midst."

The time has come.

The time has come that we, as a nation, must take a stand against those who seek to undermine our values.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

End polarization
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Tomorrow, Oct. 17

PLAN RUSSELL—Center for Musical Arts, University of Iowa. Russell will be the first artist to appear in the Music Center's new experimental theater, which is scheduled for completion next summer. Russell will present two concerts, one on Sunday, October 17, and the other on October 18. The concerts will be held at 8 p.m., and will feature the music of the Baroque period.

Announcements


The man of many activities will appreciate this ribbed turle neck pulllover. Magnificently fashioned by Damom of 100 percent acrylic, with a soft luxurious hand and feel, deep full roll turtle neck. Machine washable, tumble dry. Have several in fashion shades to complement town and country wear. $14

Burgundy
Rust
Natural
Beige
French Blue
Gray
Oyster White
Black
Red
Navy
Cognac
Coffee
Bottle Green

BREMER S
2 GREAT STORES
2 GREAT LOCATIONS
Downtown and the Mall Shopping Center
Charge your way:
BankAmericard—Master Charge—American Express—Diners Preferred

Downtown:
Monday through Thursday 10 to 9
Friday and Saturday 10 to 9

Mall Shopping Center:
Monday through Thursday 10 to 9
Friday and Saturday 10 to 9

The “Rib Turtle” by DAMON
**Frankly Speaking**

The logo should be uncom­plete with rolling eyes and a dancing bear.

The winner will be notified by Dec. 4. In case of a draw, the design submitted earliest will be pronounced the winner. The LASA Executive Council has agreed that the logo will be determined on the right side to select a winner if in the event an equal number of designs are submitted.

**SPORTSMEN’S HOUSE SPECIALTIES**

The performance will be open to the public and is expected to be a significant event in the history of the logo. The designer is encouraged to submit their work by Dec. 4.
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Oakland heads home with 2-0 Series edge

Oakland pitcher tuned just in time after the club lost the lead, repelled the Red's rally against the 10 to the win. The A's tied the game in the eighth on a single by Tom Reisdorph that scored Leon Burmeister. Fogel. Lester Ralston. Tom Reisdorph. games and each came within six points in the tie-breaker and the first postmark date in case of a tie.


It's too bad the Blue Jays were on the mound. The Reds claim confidence.
Run it... again...  
By Dan McDonald
Iowa Football Aide

Iowa football Coach Hayden Fry was probably the closest follower to the win over Northwestern in Iowa City on Saturday. He was there for the traditional mid-week practice session, then watched the game. He was there for the postgame touchdown run and the unforgettable moment when Iowa's quarterback, Brian Rollins, ran into the end zone to cap the 23-12 victory.

The ball is in front of the pitcher and that's all that's left in the out-of-town stats. There are two touchdowns and 358 yards, one by the offense and one by the defense. But Coach Fry was up close and he watched the biggest moment of the game...

Under this first break, the second was anticipated and part of our game plan. From films of previous games the Northwestern defense appeared to be good and strong in tackling, as the offense play developed. To counter this tendency, our offensive coaches included in our game plan the following play: two... (ends of game plan)

A needed win. Our previous efforts was partially restored and our psyche is a little more relaxed. We need those types of games, to say the least. We are not yet in the league. Nonetheless, we can be proud. The Michigan Wolverines are a proven ball club. Enough. Our first score. Northwestern 14. After two more plays and 2:57 seconds we were ahead 7-0. Northwestern...you know what happened.

Brian Rollins takes the ball behind the Iowa defense and with a great run picks up five yards. Northwestern is again on the Iowa 1 yard line. The Hawks put 23 points on the board and take a 23-12 lead in the game.

The Hawks put 23 points on the board and take a 23-12 lead in the game. The momentum resulted from two big plays, the first score and the second play.

Iowa City, Iowa 1972 calendar. The calendar continues from page one.

Football Aide

Iowa Sports

\"To counter this tendency, our offensive coaches included in our game plan the following play (see diagram)\"...

FXL continued from page one

FXL praise Penney, Washington, Rollins

Tag Ousley \"Cool Hand Luke\"...

With Ousley's performance, Washington is ahead 14 to 0 at Northwestern. After two more plays and 2:57 seconds we were ahead 7-0. Northwestern...you know what happened. Iowa City, Iowa 1972 calendar. The calendar continues from page one.

Stop in Tonight! We're Open til 9 P.M.

EXCELLENT ADDITIONS TO ANYONE'S COLLECTION.

Piano Rags by Scott Joplin

Piano Rags by Scott Joplin

Heliocopter Boquet

Scott Joplin... Pianist

William Bolcom... Pianist

I have seen... that Bill Joplin, Lester Washington and Brian Rollins, in mentioning only, are paid... then passed the ball to the receiver... rollins is the Hawkeye quarterback, according to FXL. Though Skogman was anything but versatile. He was a little bit of a loudmouth and occasionally threw an octopuss... in response to Skogman's... in response to Skogman's.

The Hawks put 23 points on the board and take a 23-12 lead in the game. The momentum resulted from two big plays, the first score and the second play.

Iowa City, Iowa 1972 calendar. The calendar continues from page one.
Heading for paydirt

Iowa quarterback Bob Ousley, who had three games for his可爱的脚步。Although the Hawks had started three games for Bob Ousley, the sophomore quarterback, he had yet to prove his worth as a leader. The team was relying on his leadership to help them through the season.

His style was starting to rub off on you." said Brian Rollins, to mention only a few, played very well. But the biggest one was a young quarterback who had a big game and showed the Hawkeyes' potential.

The Hawks started off strong, but a few errors occurred when he missed the points, which was a big mistake. Ousley had distinctive thoughts about this year's Iowa defense, which had to prove its worth.

The biggest one was a young quarterback who had a big game and showed the Hawkeyes' potential. Brian Rollins, to mention only a few, played very well. But the biggest one was a young quarterback who had a big game and showed the Hawkeyes' potential.
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Elephants & Universities

Every little kid has heard the story of the blind people and the elephant. It's part of the price you pay for being a little kid. Just to refresh your memory, here's the story, again.

Once upon a time a city university's research physiology received a $100,000 grant to study "Sensory Replacement and Compensation with Respect to Sensory Capacity: A Systems Analysis Approach." The researcher had learned that it is always easier to get grant money if you use a systems analysis approach.

The actual purpose of the study was threshold. The physiologist wanted to develop a theory of sensory compensation that could explain the skew of what was perceived as left and right.

The physiologist wanted to develop a theory of sensory compensation that could explain the skew of what was perceived as left and right. The leftward skew of the bell-shaped curve on page 37 of the final report. The physiologist received a grant to study replacement and compensation with respect to sensory capacity.

The procedure for the experiment was simple. The researcher had solicited the help of a number of blind people in the University community. One at a time, the blind people were led up to the elephant, told to feel a specific part of it, and then describe the entire elephant on the basis of what they knew about that one part of the elephant.

"An elephant is much like a man," said the young econ major from Boise who had been told to feel the trunk and gotten sprayed in the face. "It's part of the price you pay for being a little kid. Just to refresh your memory, here's the story, again.

I told you all that, so I'm not going to tell you that the university is like an elephant. It's part of the price you pay for being a little kid. Just to refresh your memory, here's the story, again.

The system does have its problems. In spite of various attempts to solicit material, the majority of the Catalog was written by just a few people. Material has been lifted from other publications, people have written short articles, organizations, they are members of; clients have critiqued services, and reporters have gone out digging up new material.

The Catalog has been edited under the assumption that a lot of people describing different aspects of the university would give a much better picture than descrip­tion by just a few people. Material has been lifted from other publications, people have written short articles, organizations, they are members of; clients have critiqued services, and reporters have gone out digging up new material.

As usual, the truth depends on whom you talk to.

So the Whole University Catalog has been edited under the assumption that a lot of people describing different aspects of the university would give a much better picture than descrip­tion by just a few people. Material has been lifted from other publications, people have written short articles, organizations, they are members of; clients have critiqued services, and reporters have gone out digging up new material.

The whole University Catalog has been edited under the assumption that a lot of people describing different aspects of the university would give a much better picture than descrip­tion by just a few people. Material has been lifted from other publications, people have written short articles, organizations, they are members of; clients have critiqued services, and reporters have gone out digging up new material.

The system does have its problems. In spite of various attempts to solicit material, the majority of the Catalog was written by just a few people. Material has been lifted from other publications, people have written short articles, organizations, they are members of; clients have critiqued services, and reporters have gone out digging up new material.

The problem is represetned by four people, lots of the ones that are left of center and most of the academics are oriented toward liberal arts. Only one percent of the student body is represetned by four people, lots of the ones that are left of center and most of the academics are oriented toward liberal arts.

The problem is represetned by four people, lots of the ones that are left of center and most of the academics are oriented toward liberal arts. Only one percent of the student body is representer by four people, lots of the ones that are left of center and most of the academics are oriented toward liberal arts.

And there is a lot more to Iowa City and Johnson County than we mention in the section on Iowa and Florida. You'll probably be able to buy anything here that you could get in your home town; you're from New York City or Chicago or Philadelphia or Accra, Ghana (plus a lot more). The Yellow pages or an Iowa road map will turn you on to where to buy a bicycle, get your sink fixed, or buy a hose, get your sink fixed, or buy a hose, get your sink fixed, or buy a hose, get your sink fixed.

And r.emember, be nice to elephants.

Davey Holland
FYI

FYI is the weekly faculty and staff newsletter. In brief, articles are submitted to the Iowa Alumni Review for publication, and the newsletter is distributed to the faculty and staff. The newsletter provides a platform for faculty and staff to share information and highlights of their work, as well as interesting facts and updates related to the university. It is a valuable resource for faculty and staff to stay informed about the latest developments and happenings on campus.

CATALOG

This year, the Iowa Alumni Review continues its tradition of providing comprehensive and accurate information to its readers. The catalog is a valuable resource for anyone interested in learning more about the university and its offerings. It provides a wealth of information on all aspects of the university, from academic programs and courses to athletics and extracurricular activities. The catalog is an indispensable aid in making informed decisions about your education and future career. It is a must-read for anyone considering enrolling at the university.

Wallbaum hopes to de-institutionalize the language, whack out useless verbage, and, with more extensive and bolder labeling, make it easier to perform a deal of photography. Finally, the paper retains its original flavor, the writers keep it light, and beef is served five days a week in the dormitory. The results here were particularly critical this year, because the paper was a publication which could tolerate considerable agony and such, and its readership was growing. Despite these efforts the university retired, and it is still no better than it was.

The whole thing was committed to a memory bank from whence it withdrew. The university was committed to a memory bank from whence it withdrew. The university was committed to a memory bank from whence it withdrew. The university was committed to a memory bank from whence it withdrew.
Organizational Developments

When you feel low in spring, it was called the "spring time blues."

Now, when you feel low in summer, it was called the "summer time blues."

When you feel low in autumn, it was called the "falling out of love blues."

When you feel low in winter, is it called the "winter time blues?"

Some students have accused that it is now the "winter of organizational development."

The same students who feel that the winter of organizational development is a mere notion, also feel that as a new freshman, they are supposed to get together in a more social atmosphere, adding to the number of students who feel that winter of organizational development is a mere notion.
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GENERAL

Loans

A financial aid officer is available in the Financial Aid Office in Old Dental Building to discuss the various loans that may be available to you, including Federal Loans, Perkins Loans, and Federal Family Education Loans. These loans provide financial assistance to students who need it to attend school and continue their education. Borrowers may apply directly with banks or other private lending institutions.

A loan for emergencies should be considered as much money available for loans as for scholarships, and money available through loans than scholarships because there is no interest. To qualify, the applicant must have a transcript and academic record. The Office of Financial Aid will determine the amount of assistance the student needs to meet the minimum requirements.

When you are an entering freshperson, the book will probably be available within the next month. It has sections on stretching your feed dollar, how much to spend, and a section that should be entitled "Rules for Survival." The book will probably be available within the next month. It has sections on stretching your feed dollar, how much to spend, and a section that should be entitled "Rules for Survival." It is a book that you must read. The book will probably be available within the next month. It has sections on stretching your feed dollar, how much to spend, and a section that should be entitled "Rules for Survival." The book will probably be available within the next month. It has sections on stretching your feed dollar, how much to spend, and a section that should be entitled "Rules for Survival." It is a book that you must read. The book will probably be available within the next month. It has sections on stretching your feed dollar, how much to spend, and a section that should be entitled "Rules for Survival." It is a book that you must read. The book will probably be available within the next month. It has sections on stretching your feed dollar, how much to spend, and a section that should be entitled "Rules for Survival." It is a book that you must read.

When you are an entering freshperson, the book will probably be available within the next month. It has sections on stretching your feed dollar, how much to spend, and a section that should be entitled "Rules for Survival." It is a book that you must read. The book will probably be available within the next month. It has sections on stretching your feed dollar, how much to spend, and a section that should be entitled "Rules for Survival." It is a book that you must read. The book will probably be available within the next month. It has sections on stretching your feed dollar, how much to spend, and a section that should be entitled "Rules for Survival." It is a book that you must read.
If you're one of the students in town, you'll be presented opportunities in several positions.

Make a call into the office, and someone who knows the system will answer your question. If you want to speak with Dean For, ts, his official title, he's waiting for someone to help. He's always open to him, and how to deal with the draft board in the most effective way.

The Center is located on the first floor of the Iowa Memorial Union in the Student Union. It's open 10 am to 4 pm seven days a week.

The Center is open 10 am to 4 pm seven days a week.

Women's Center

The University of Iowa Center for Draft Information and Counseling is an indepen-

dent non-profit organization that provides services to women seeking alternatives to unwanted pregnancies. The Center operates from 9 am to approximately 7 pm seven days a week.

The Center is located on the first floor of the Iowa Memorial Union in the Student Union. It's open 10 am to 4 pm seven days a week.

Women's Center

This Women's Center is a community center for all women. It's open to the public and offers resources, information, and support for women in transition. The Center is located at 153 West Liberty Street, Iowa City, IA 52245. It's open 10 am to 4 pm seven days a week.

Women's Center

Crisis Center

It's a crisis center, a volunteer center run by the Iowa City Police Department. It's not a police station, but it's run by the police. People who are trying to help someone who is trying to hurt themselves can come to the Center, and they will be connected to professionals who can help them.

The Center is located on the first floor of the Iowa Memorial Union in the Student Union. It's open 10 am to 4 pm seven days a week.

Crisis Center

Lost & Found

Lost and found items are accepted at the Center, and the Center will attempt to reunite the owner with the item. The Center is located on the first floor of the Iowa Memorial Union in the Student Union. It's open 10 am to 4 pm seven days a week.

Lost & Found

Draft

The University of Iowa Center for Draft Information and Counseling is an independ-

ent non-profit organization that provides services to women seeking alternatives to unwanted pregnancies. The Center operates from 9 am to approximately 7 pm seven days a week.

The Center is located on the first floor of the Iowa Memorial Union in the Student Union. It's open 10 am to 4 pm seven days a week.

Draft

Campaigns

The Women's Center is a community center for all women. It's open to the public and offers resources, information, and support for women in transition. The Center is located at 153 West Liberty Street, Iowa City, IA 52245. It's open 10 am to 4 pm seven days a week.
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Action Studies

Building cooperative structures on the basis of common understanding among people who wish to think and teach, study and teach, plan, study and teach, in the interest of serving their clients and serving the university community. The Action Studies Program is a general education program that offers students the opportunity to be actively involved in the creation of a learning environment for themselves and others. Through the Action Studies Program, students participate in the creation of a learning environment that is designed to meet the needs of all students. The Action Studies Program is a general education program that offers students the opportunity to be actively involved in the creation of a learning environment for themselves and others. Through the Action Studies Program, students participate in the creation of a learning environment that is designed to meet the needs of all students.

PASS/ fail

PASS/Fail

Intensive Studies

The Intensive Studies Institute, under the direction of Dr. John C., is an experimental program aimed at building and implementing a new educational philosophy. The program is designed to give students the opportunity to learn in a more personal and effective way. The program is based on the belief that the best way to learn is by doing. Students are encouraged to participate in hands-on activities and projects, and to engage in discussions with their peers and instructors. The program is open to all students, and is offered on a competitive basis. For more information, please contact the Intensive Studies Institute.

Test Outs

All students who are enrolled in the Intensive Studies Institute are required to take a test at the beginning of each semester. The test consists of 50 multiple-choice questions, and must be completed within 45 minutes. The test covers the material that was presented during the previous semester. The test is designed to assess students' understanding of the material, and to identify any areas where they may need additional study. Students who fail the test must retake it at the beginning of the next semester. This policy is intended to ensure that all students have a solid understanding of the material before moving on to more advanced topics.

writers workshop

The Writers Workshop is a community of writers who come together to share their work, receive feedback, and support one another in the pursuit of their creative goals. The workshop is open to all writers, regardless of their level of experience. The focus of the workshop is on the craft of writing, and the development of individual writers' voices. The workshop is led by a professional writer, and meets on a regular basis. The workshop is open to all writers, regardless of their level of experience. The focus of the workshop is on the craft of writing, and the development of individual writers' voices. The workshop is led by a professional writer, and meets on a regular basis.

humanities

The Humanities Program is designed to provide a broad and balanced education for all students. The program is based on the belief that the study of the humanities is essential for a well-rounded education. The program includes courses in literature, history, philosophy, art, and music. The program is open to all students, and is offered on a competitive basis. For more information, please contact the Humanities Program.

University News Service
Journalism

The prominent article space at our university and the Center for New Performing Arts is now in the hands of the University. The University of Iowa has just formed the Center for New Performing Arts, a new and dedicated facility located in the old stamping lot behind the Student Center. The Center features a large stage, a theater, and several smaller rooms. The Center is a place where students can work on new projects, receive feedback from other students and faculty, and showcase their work. The Center is open to all students, regardless of major, and is a great resource for anyone interested in the arts.
Main Library

The greatest single source of information you will have at the University is the Library. To use the Library and get the most out of it, you'll need to know the Library's configuration. The Library is situated north of the Great Hall, between the Great Hall and the Engineering Building. It is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

City Library

The new City Public Library offers free borrowing privileges to residents of Iowa. This library contains a huge collection of books and periodicals, including local and national journals and magazines. It is located in the renovated Art Building (in the renovated Old Main Building).

MUSIC

Music Library

The Music Library contains over 40,000 musical scores and periodicals, and is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. It is located in the renovated Ed-Phoenix Library.

EDUCATION

Education and Psychology Library

Located in the Ed-Phoenix Library, the Education and Psychology Library houses the University's collection of educational and psychological literature. It is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

ART

Art Library

Located in the Art Building (in the renovated Art Building), the Art Library houses the University's collection of art and design literature. It is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Frank Loewen went fromalia down in the Argosy Project to a big hurry project. "Frank was a great man, and I learned a lot from him."

Radio drama writer, William Price Fox was a master storyteller. He knew how to capture the attention of his audience. "I'd love to be a writer," he would say. His stories were filled with characters and settings that transported listeners to different worlds. "I always try to be descriptive, жив." He was a master of the craft.

But he quietly points out that "I never did mention the food, and many a time I was left hanging because the food was the best part of the meal."

"It's all about finding the right balance," he says. "You can't just sit down and write. You have to be ready to face the challenges." And that's exactly what he did. "I always try to be prepared, жив." He was a master of the craft.
dentistry

The University of North Dakota Undergraduate program in dentistry offers students an opportunity to prepare for careers in dentistry through the clinic. It provides primary care, laboratory services, and service to the general public. The clinic is located at the Dental School.

Patients must go through the Dental Hygiene Department for all dental care. The dental school is open 24 hours a day if needed.

The clinic provides non-emergency treatment at Dentistry. This treatment is usually more accepted by the clinic for treatment.

The clinic also offers emergency treatment for patients with dental problems.

The clinic is located at the Dental School.

The clinic is open Monday and Thursday at 6:30 p.m.

Kathy Symons

university hospital

The University Hospital provides a variety of dental services. It is located at the Dental School.

The clinic provides non-emergency treatment at Dentistry. This treatment is usually more accepted by the clinic for treatment.

The clinic is located at the Dental School.

The clinic is open Monday and Thursday at 6:30 p.m.

Kathy Symons

student health

Student Health is a non-profit organization for students

The clinic provides non-emergency treatment at Dentistry. This treatment is usually more accepted by the clinic for treatment.

The clinic is located at the Dental School.

The clinic is open Monday and Thursday at 6:30 p.m.

Kathy Symons
A.R.H.

The Protective Association for Tenants is a student-run, non-profit organization formed to serve all Iowa City-Coralville tenants who are faced with tenant problems. PAT maintains a small office in the Iowa City-Coralville area which, like the Iowa City-Coralville community, is served by the Iowa City-Coralville Rathskeller. The organization provides legal services and advice to tenants wishing to create such an organization and to establish it in their city. The office is open between the hours of 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. Tenant meetings are held at the Rathskeller at 7 p.m. on the first and third Thursday of every month. The Rathskeller is located at 529 N. Gilbert St.

Any tenant or prospective tenant in the Iowa City-Coralville area may contact PAT for advice or assistance. The office is open Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

PAT staff members are also actively involved in organizing tenants' rights groups in both the state and local level. At the time of this writing, PAT had proposed a comprehensive guidelines document which is available upon request.

Hillel

Hillel is located at 330 7th Ave., Iowa City, Iowa. It is open daily from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. The Center is a non-profit, non-denominational organization which provides meeting space and temporary housing to diverse groups. The Center serves as a meeting place for students and personnel at the University of Iowa, Iowa Wesley House, and other agencies and is open to individuals as well as to groups.

The Center is a place to study Judaism, attend meetings, and work on projects. The Center is located at 330 7th Avenue, Iowa City, Iowa. It is open daily from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Joel's House

Joel's House is located at 330 7th Ave., Iowa City, Iowa. It is open daily from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. The Center is a non-profit, non-denominational organization which provides meeting space and temporary housing to diverse groups. The Center serves as a meeting place for students and personnel at the University of Iowa, Iowa Wesley House, and other agencies and is open to individuals as well as to groups.

The Center is a place to study Judaism, attend meetings, and work on projects. The Center is located at 330 7th Avenue, Iowa City, Iowa. It is open daily from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
**New Pioneers Coop**

The New Pioneers Cooperative located at 25 Bowery is a non-profit organization with a mission to serve people with organic, organic, and organic. A 15% percent of the produce they sell is organic, organic, and organic. People's lives depend on it.

The store operates on a self-serve basis. Customers are asked to study and run the Co-op, donating their time or money to finish school. He was replaced with a service charge.

**Epstein's**

Epstein's is a two-story building, one on defense and the other on defense. They're used to two leaders. Barry and Steve, who believe in driven, plans to check purchases of meat, chicken, and fish. It's the only place in town where you can get a service charge.

**Auto Repair**

The Auto Repair guy is an organization which allows students to take out loans to expand their credit. It costs 15 cents to inspect one engine, and the inspection is performed by a service charge.

**THINGS**

One of the first things I noticed the morning was Things, Things, Things. There are two reasons to get the top gear that makes you a college student: poor parents, poor grades, and a poor job. My roommate and I are gone. I'm not sure what happened to us.

Things had started out well. We had a few background story. The garage open now, there will be a membership fee which hasn't been announced yet. We are phasing coming classes for the beginning tomorrow.

**checks**

Check writing can be done at major big drug stores, property owners and department stores in some cities with presentations of proper identification. Whistler's cash cards check up to $20 with a 15 cents service charge and provide some freedom, but at a service charge, $20 is the limit on any one use.

Customers with local banks may cash up to $20 without charge and with the purchase of a service charge.

**Hulk**

The Hulk was the only bar so blessed. In line were the classics you haven't seen on a juke box in years; The Rolling Stones, Paul Revere & the Raiders, and the Grateful Dead. It's even possible to have a service charge.

**Mike Johnson**

from the Daily Brown
BLACK ANGEL

... together the finest music in the land.

dissented from the

finally found refuge in William

between

ded a separate group following the

people later known as the Mennonites


Old Order Amish

A novel of 300 miles from Iowa City, at the junc-
tion of Highways I and 22, lies Kalona, a small,
Amish community that has known the black and
white color scheme all its days. When the town's first
school opened in 1866, the school board listed six
people who had vowed to live a plain Amish way.

The work, a conservation of friendship and
plainness that is the essence of the Amish way of
life, will soon be released to the public. The book is
about the Amish community in Kalona and the
people who have lived there for several generations.

Further details around visits to Kalona will be
available with this guide. Please note that the
Amish live by a way of life that is simple and
plain, and that changes are made with great care.

For more information, contact the Amish
Community of Kalona, 822 Main St., Kalona, IA
52247, or call 319-882-2225.

Mary Zaleznik

Art Museum

The University of Iowa Museum of Art is
located across the quad from the University
and is the focal point on campus. It is
named in honor of William and Louisa
Lyon Miller, who were good people with
good taste, whatever else they were.

The permanent exhibition is

showcased at the Museum.

The Museum is open six days a week, but
not on Sundays.

From: Monday-Friday

The entrance is to the left of the
University

Porch House.

old cap

WHEN images of Iowa are sentimental in our minds, the Old Cap is

...a cap. Though many of Iowa's icons seem to have passed through its

doors during their days here, most notably at one time or another. The public life of the

museum has been hard times and four it has become recognized as the source of the

most important collections in the state, and was dark even before

The Angel came to Iowa City in 1911. The Tensu was discovered

and restored to be a treasure house. It has become one of the

most famous symbols of the University of Iowa.

The statue was commissioned in 1899 by Marie Kerbel, a

Polish-born and educated woman. It was dedicated in 1911 with a

ceremony in the presence of the University's first 125 years.

Although the permanent collection is small, it

covers quite a range: twentieth-century painting, 18th

century English silver, ancient Chinese jade, and

a black cat statue from the Titanic. The statue

is a symbol of the University's identity.

A more mundane explanation has the statue

made black as a sign of its importance. In

another story, the statue turned black

exactly a decade after the University

was founded. The statue was erected in 1918.

A variation has the statue
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and was dark even before

the University

In Oakland Cemetery
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Richman
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mountaineers

The Iowa Mountaineers was established in 1958 and incorporated in 1961. Its primary objectives are to encourage and develop the spirit of wilderness camping and the sport of climbing. It also sponsors and conducts expeditions to bring together an enthusiastic group of mountain climbers.

Craft center

The Creative Craft Center located in the Iowa Memorial Union is open to the public upon request. Materials are offered at a reduced cost to the center.

Exhibitions for the craft center are provided by the center. A small donation is charged for those wanting their work exhibited and enameled on glass, sculpture, and woodcarvings.

Courses are open one week and are attended by members of the art department. The center is open during the day and some evenings when students may come in and work. The center is open to the public during the day and some evenings when students may come in and work. The center is open to the public during the day and some evenings when students may come in and work.

Equipment for all craft courses is provided by the center. A small donation is charged for those wanting their work exhibited and enameled on glass, sculpture, and woodcarvings.

Courses are open one week and are attended by members of the art department. The center is open during the day and some evenings when students may come in and work. The center is open to the public during the day and some evenings when students may come in and work.

The craft center offers many classes, including classes in woodcarving, crocheting, and metal smithing.

SAILING

Iowa's sailing club, the University Sailing Club, is open to all students and is located at the Iowa City's Rec Center. The club is open to the public during the day and some evenings when students may come in and work.

The facilities at the University Macbride Field include an open indoor area, a boathouse, and a launching ramp. The boathouse is equipped with all the necessary equipment for sailing. The launching ramp is available to qualified members of the university sailing club.

The club has a membership of about 50 members and is open to all students and faculty. The club is open to the public during the day and some evenings when students may come in and work.

The club has a membership of about 50 members and is open to all students and faculty. The club is open to the public during the day and some evenings when students may come in and work.

If you don't like these activities, you can get a guide to the Iowa City's Rec Center. The club is open to the public during the day and some evenings when students may come in and work.